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Abstract

Recommendation systems focus on helping001
users find items of interest in the situations002
of information overload, where users’ prefer-003
ences are typically estimated by past observed004
behaviors. In contrast, conversational recom-005
mendation systems (CRS) aim to understand006
users’ preferences via interactions in conver-007
sation flows. CRS is a complex problem that008
consists of two main tasks: (1) recommenda-009
tion and (2) response generation. Previous010
work often tried to solve the problem in a011
modular manner, where recommenders and re-012
sponse generators are separate neural models.013
Such modular architectures often come with014
a complicated and unintuitive connection be-015
tween the modules, leading to inefficient learn-016
ing and other issues. In this work, we pro-017
pose a unified framework based on BART for018
conversational recommendation, which tack-019
les two tasks in a single model. Furthermore,020
we also design and collect a lightweight knowl-021
edge graph for CRS in the movie domain. The022
experimental results show that the proposed023
methods achieve the state-of-the-art. 1024

1 Introduction025

Though recommendation systems have gained026

tremendous success in various domains and many027

aspects of our lives, they have potential limitations.028

Practically, recommending is often a one-shot, re-029

active, uni-directional process. Users passively re-030

ceive recommended information from the systems031

in certain pre-defined situations. It assumes that a032

user has clear, immediate requests when interacting033

with the system; however, such recommending may034

not be accurate since user demand would change035

over time and vacillate. Sometimes users are inde-036

cisive; to this end, traditional recommendation sys-037

tems lack proactive guidance. Conversational Rec-038

ommendation Systems (CRS) became an emerg-039

ing research topic, focusing on exploring users’040

1The data and source code will be released once accepted.

preferences through natural language interaction. 041

Generally speaking, CRSs support goal-oriented, 042

multi-turn dialogues, which proactively acquire pre- 043

cise user demand by interactions. Thereby, CRS 044

is a complex system consisting of a recommenda- 045

tion module and a dialogue module, which make 046

suitable recommendations and generate proper re- 047

sponses respectively. 048

In terms of modeling, CRS requires seamless 049

integration between the recommendation module 050

and the dialogue module. The systems need to un- 051

derstand user preferences by preceding dialogue 052

context and recommend suitable items. To recom- 053

mend items to users in the natural language form, 054

the generated responses need to contain relevant 055

items while being fluent and grammatically correct. 056

Previous work has proposed different approaches 057

for integrating the two major modules, for instance, 058

building belief trackers over semi-structured user 059

queries (Sun and Zhang, 2018; Zhang et al., 2020) 060

and switching decoders for component selection 061

(Li et al., 2018). Furthermore, as practical goal- 062

oriented dialogue systems, CRSs usually utilize 063

Knowledge Graphs (KG) for introducing external 064

knowledge and system scalability. Choosing a suit- 065

able KG, leveraging the information of entities, and 066

interacting with the two main components of CRS 067

for high-quality recommendation is undoubtedly 068

another challenging problem. 069

Recent work (Zhou et al., 2020) proposed to in- 070

corporate two special KGs for enhancing data rep- 071

resentations of both components and fuse the two 072

semantic spaces by associating two different KGs. 073

Specifically, they incorporate ConceptNet (Speer 074

et al., 2017) for word-level information and DB- 075

pedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) for item information. 076

ConceptNet provides word information such as syn- 077

onyms and antonyms of certain words, which helps 078

understand dialogue context. At the same time, 079

DBpedia has structural information of entities, pro- 080

viding rich attributes and direct relations between 081
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items. However, these public large-scale knowl-082

edge graphs were not designed for CRSs hence083

may not be suitable. Though prior methods have084

achieved some improvement in performance, there085

are some potential limitations. Most of them build086

recommender and response generator separately087

with complicated and unintuitive connection be-088

tween the modules, which may cause inefficient089

learning and unclear knowledge transfer between090

the modules. For example, the work mentioned091

above (Zhou et al., 2020) requires training multiple092

graph convolution networks for KG embeddings,093

mutual information maximization to bridge the em-094

bedding spaces. In this case, the practical usage095

and scalability of the system design are a concern096

to some extent.097

To this end, we propose a unified framework for098

the conversational recommendation, which tack-099

les two tasks in a single model. The framework100

is built on top of pretrained BART (Lewis et al.,101

2020) and finetuned on the recommendation and102

response generation tasks. We proposed to use the103

bidirectional encoder of BART as the recommender104

and the auto-regresive decoder as the response gen-105

erator, so-called BARCOR (Bidirectional Auto-106

Regressive COnversational Recommender). More-107

over, we design and collect a lightweight knowl-108

edge graph for CRS in the movie domain. With109

the essentially-connected model structure of BART,110

we do not need to worry about designing a connec-111

tion between the recommender and the response112

generator.113

To sum up, the contributions can be summarized114

as 3-fold:115

• This paper proposes a general framework con-116

versational recommendation based on BART,117

which tackles two tasks in a single model.118

• This work designs and collects a lightweight119

knowledge graph for CRS in the movie do-120

main.121

• The benchmark experiments demonstrate the122

effectiveness of the proposed framework.123

2 Related Work124

As a specific type of goal-oriented dialogue sys-125

tems, Conversational Recommendation Systems126

(CRS) have also moved towards the use of neural127

networks (Li et al., 2018). Christakopoulou et al.128

(2018) uses recurrent neural network-based mod-129

els to recommend videos to users; Zhang et al.130

(2016) explores the use of knowledge bases in131

recommendation tasks. Sun et al. (2018) pro- 132

poses an embedding-based approach to learn se- 133

mantic representations of entities and paths in a 134

KG to characterize user preferences towards items. 135

Wang et al. (2019) improves the performance of 136

the recommenders by learning the embeddings 137

for entities in the KG using the TransR algorithm 138

(Lin et al., 2015) and refining and discriminating 139

the node embeddings by using attention over the 140

neighbour nodes of a given node. Wang et al. 141

(2018) and Li et al. (2020) focus on solving the 142

task of goal-oriented conversation recommenda- 143

tion for cold-start users. Li et al. (2020) gener- 144

ates new venues for recommendation using graph 145

convolution networks (GCNs) and encodes the dia- 146

logue contents using hierarchical recurrent encoder- 147

decoder (HRED) (Sordoni et al., 2015) and thereby 148

recommend locations to users. Li et al. (2018) 149

released the ReDial dataset wherein users are rec- 150

ommended movies based on the conversation they 151

have with the recommendation agents. KBRD 152

(Chen et al., 2019) extends the work of Li et al. 153

(2018) by incorporating a KG and proposing a 154

graph-based recommender for movie recommen- 155

dations. They have also shown that dialogue and 156

recommendation in CRSs are complementary tasks 157

and benefit one another. To better understand user’s 158

preferences, KGSF (Zhou et al., 2020) introduces a 159

word-oriented KG to facilitate node representation 160

learning. Recently, to generate natural and infor- 161

mative responses with accurate recommendations, 162

Lu et al. (2021) incorporates movie reviews, and 163

Zhang et al. (2021) proposes supervision signals 164

for the semantic fusion of words and entities. 165

3 Dataset 166

The ReDial (Li et al., 2018) dataset is widely 167

adopted for the conversational recommendation 168

task. This dataset is constructed through Amazon 169

Mechanical Turk (AMT) and comprises multi-turn 170

conversations centered around movie recommen- 171

dations in seeker-recommender pairs. It contains 172

10,006 conversations consisting of 182,150 utter- 173

ances related to 51,699 movies. 174

To generate training data, previous work (Zhou 175

et al., 2020) viewed all items mentioned by rec- 176

ommenders as recommendations. However, this 177

processing measure causes issues, clearly stated in 178

Zhang et al. (2021). First, repetitive items are likely 179

to guide a model to simply recommend items once 180

appeared in dialogues. Secondly, the evaluation 181
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Figure 1: The proposed framework is composed of three components: (1) knowledge graphs for providing external
knowledge, (2) a bidirectional encoder as the recommender, and (3) an auto-regressive decoder as the response
generator.

dataset is biased to repetitive recommendations,182

failing to present recommendation quality faith-183

fully. To address the issues, we only consider items184

as recommendations only if they aren’t mentioned185

before.186

Since the recommendation module takes over187

the item recommendation task, the dialogue mod-188

ule could focus on capturing sentence semantics to189

produce fluent conversations. Thus, we mask the190

recommended items in the target response with191

a special token, [MOVIE]. It also serves as a192

placeholder for items retrieved by the recommender193

module in generated responses during the inference194

phase. Table 1 shows training examples from this195

process.196

4 Preliminaries197

In this section, we first introduce the problem for-198

mulation and then detail the collected knowledge199

graph.200

4.1 Problem Formulation201

For the dataset, {ui}n denotes a conversation,202

where ui is the utterance at i-th turn, and n is203

the number of conversation history. We process204

a conversation into multiple data triplets (X, I, y).205

At j-th turn, Xj = {ui}j−1i=1 denotes the conver-206

sation context, Ij is the set of ground truth items207

presented in uj for the recommendation task, and208

yj = uj denotes the target response for the genera-209

tion task. Note that every entry in Ij cannot appear210

in the context Xj as stated in the previous section,211

and it can be an empty set when there is no need212

for recommendations. For the knowledge graph,213

G = {(eh, r, et)|eh, et ∈ E , r ∈ R} denotes the214

KG, where (eh, r, et) means the head entity eh and215

the tail entity et is related by the relation r. The216

entity set E consists of a movie item set I and a set217

of descriptive entities that are film properties. The 218

set of ground truth items Ij is the subset of I. 219

The conversational recommendation is essen- 220

tially the combination of two tasks: document 221

retrieval and natural language generation. They 222

are formulated as two objective functions, f(X,G) 223

and g(X, Ipred). f(X,G) gives novel recommen- 224

dations Ipred based on the context X and the KG G, 225

and g(X, Ipred) generates natural responses based 226

on the context and the recommended items. 227

4.2 CORG (COnversational Recommender 228

Graphs) 229

In previous works, a wide variety of external knowl- 230

edge sources are incorporated to facilitate recom- 231

mendations. However, the KGs adopted in the 232

previous work (Zhou et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2019; 233

Sarkar et al., 2020) are open-domain KGs, e.g., 234

DBpedia and ConceptNet, which may introduce 235

too many irrelevant entities and obscure high-order 236

connectivity as stated in Zhang et al. (2021). Al- 237

though some datasets, MindReader (Brams et al., 238

2020) is intended for movie recommendations, its 239

coverage of movies in the ReDial dataset is low, 240

as shown in Table 2. To mitigate these issues, 241

we construct a knowledge graph called CORG 242

(COnversational Recommender Graphs), which 243

contains 5 types of node entities and 5 types of 244

relations. 245

Data Source We collect information of movies 246

from Wikidata2, which is a collaboratively edited 247

multilingual knowledge graph hosted by Wikime- 248

dia Foundation3. It contains movie-related informa- 249

tion and identifiers of other databases for additional 250

information, such as synopses or reviews. 251

2https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/
Wikidata:Main_Page

3https://wikimediafoundation.org/
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Accepted Context Response Target movie

(a)
S: Hi, I am looking for a movie like Super Troopers.

Yes [MOVIE] is funny. Police AcademyR: You should watch Police Academy.
S: Is that a great one? I have never seen it.

(b)

R: Hello, what kind of movies do you like?

Happy Death DayS: I am looking for a movie recommendation. Oh, you like scary movies?
S: When I was younger, I really enjoyed the I recently watched [MOVIE].
A Nightmare on Elm Street.

Table 1: Examples in the processed ReDial dataset. In the column of context, "S" and "R" represent a movie seeker
and a recommender respectively. Recommended items in responses are masked by [MOVIE]. Example (a) isn’t
accepted to the processed dataset since "Police Academy" is a repetitive item, which is presented in the context.

Dual Task
𝒴 ➝ 𝒳

x→➝➞y

X➝Y
Y➝X
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Figure 2: A sample subgraph of CORG. CORG has
5 types of node entities and 5 types of relations, the
statistics of types and relations are shown in Table 4.

Information Collection Nodes in CORG com-252

prise two kinds of entities: movies items and de-253

scriptive entities. Movies items are all mentioned254

movies in ReDial, and descriptive entities are asso-255

ciative properties of those movies. We use "movie256

name" and "release year" as keys to query Wiki-257

data to collect movie properties, including movie258

genres, cast members, directors, and production259

companies. In this way, we get the entire set of260

nodes in CORG, whose statistics are shown in Ta-261

ble 4. Among 6,924 mentioned movies in ReDial,262

CORG covers 6,905 movies (99.7%).263

Data Processing Assuming seekers are only in-264

terested in protagonists, we select top-10 main cast265

members. Besides, since movie genres in Wikidata266

are hierarchically arranged (e.g, superhero film is a267

subclass of action and adventure films), we recur-268

sively build edges between the nodes of genres and269

those of their parent genres. The edge statistics are270

shown in Table 4.271

5 BARCOR 272

We propose to use the bidirectional encoder of 273

BART (Lewis et al., 2020) as the recommender 274

and the auto-regresive decoder as the response gen- 275

erator, so-called BARCOR (Bidirectional Auto- 276

Regressive COnversational Recommender). BAR- 277

COR is a unified framework for the conversational 278

recommendation which tackles two tasks in a sin- 279

gle model. The proposed framework is composed 280

of three main components: (1) a knowledge graph 281

encoder to provide external knowledge, (2) a bidi- 282

rectional encoder for recommendation, and (3) an 283

auto-regressive decoder for response generation. In 284

this section, we will go through the design of each 285

component in the pipeline. 286

5.1 Graph Encoder 287

We follow Zhou et al. (2020), adopting Rela- 288

tional Graph Convolutional Network (R-GCN) 289

(Schlichtkrull et al., 2017) to learn entity repre- 290

sentations in CORG. Formally, the hidden state of 291

an entity i at the (l + 1)-th layer is formulated as: 292

h
(l+1)
i = σ(

∑
r∈R

∑
j∈Eri

1

|Eri |
W(l)

r h
(l)
j +W(l)h

(l)
i ), 293

where h
(l)
i ∈ RdE is the hidden state of the entity 294

i at the l-th layer, dE is the dimension of the hid- 295

den state, and h0
i is also referred to as the entity 296

embedding ei. Eri is the set of neighboring enti- 297

ties of the entity i related by r, and its cardinality 298

serves as a normalization constant. W(l)
r denotes 299

a learnable relation-specific transformation matrix 300

for the hidden states of neighboring entities under a 301

relation r, and W(l) is a learnable matrix for trans- 302

forming hidden states at the l-th layer. We treat 303

the hidden states of the last layer as the represen- 304

tations of entities in CORG, which is denoted by 305

H ∈ R(|E|×dE). The representations construct a 306

search space of recommended candidates for item 307

retrieval. 308
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Knowledge Graph # Movies # Entities Designed for ReDial Movie Coverage for ReDial
MinderReader (Brams et al., 2020) 4,941 18,707 44.6%

DBpedia (KGSF) (Zhou et al., 2020) 6,111 64,361 88.2%
TMDKG (Zhang et al., 2021) 6,692 15,822 96.2%

CORG 6,905 23,164 99.7%

Table 2: Characteristics of CORG and existing knowledge graphs. Although TMDKG has high movie coverage,
their source code is not publicly available.

Other than the recommendation task, we include309

the node classification task to facilitate graph repre-310

sentation learning. Given an entity representation311

h and a multiple layer perceptron (MLP), we ob-312

tain a node type prediction pnode ∈ RNT , where313

NT is the number of node types:314

pnode = Softmax(MLP(h)). (1)315

Then, we conduct a cross entropy loss Lnode be-316

tween the prediction from Equation (1) and ground317

truth node types to optimize the graph encoder.318

5.2 BART as Conversational Recommender319

BART is a Transformer-based (Vaswani et al.,320

2017) sequence-to-sequence model, which can be321

seen as the generalizing BERT (bidirecitonal en-322

coder) and GPT (autoregressive decoder). In the de-323

sign of BART, the decoder performs cross-attention324

from each of its layers over the final hidden state of325

the encoder to be aware of input sequences. This326

operation seamlessly integrates the recommenda-327

tion and dialogue modules into a unified conversa-328

tional recommender.329

BARCOR features four advantages over the330

graph-based recommender in the previous works:331

First, a unified framework inherently fuses the se-332

mantics between the encoder and the decoder and333

becomes less sensitive to the design of model ar-334

chitecture and hyper-parameters selections. In con-335

trast, other works propose complex attentive in-336

teractions between modules, which is not robust337

from an actual production system perspective. That338

is, slight parameter changes would impact the per-339

formance. Moreover, BART is proved to be ef-340

fective in various downstream tasks, such as neu-341

ral machine translation and question answering.342

Secondly, BART takes users’ utterances as inputs343

without further processing. Instead, in Zhou et al.344

(2020), the graph-based recommender demands345

manual annotations for movies and words in input346

texts to build a user preference, which is impracti-347

cal under a realistic scenario. Thirdly, the learned348

knowledge from pretrained models provides rich349

sentence semantics. Finally, BART can perform 350

an end-to-end training scheme for both the recom- 351

mendation and generation tasks. Conversely, other 352

works tend to design separate modules for two tasks 353

and further sequentially optimize each module. 354

Bidirectional Recommender Given a conversa- 355

tion context X , BART encoder transforms X into 356

c, the hidden state of the final self-attentive layer. 357

Then, c is viewed as a sentence representation of 358

X and also a search key for retrieving recommen- 359

dation candidates. To derive the probability over 360

the candidates, we apply inner-product to compute 361

the similarity between c and entity representations 362

H from the graph encoder, 363

prec = Softmax(cHᵀ), (2) 364

prec-infer = Softmax(cHᵀ
I), (3) 365

where prec ∈ R|E| denotes the recommendation 366

prediction. To learn parameters in BARCOR, we 367

employ a cross-entropy loss Lrec between the pre- 368

diction from Equation (2) and the labels of ground 369

truth entities. Note that the search space of recom- 370

mended candidates is H, which means both movie 371

items and descriptive entities are likely to be re- 372

trieved. 373

Data Augmentation Since sentence-level se- 374

mantics extracted from BART encoder is naturally 375

inconsistent with entity-level semantics from the 376

graph encoder, other than optimizing BARCOR 377

by Lrec, we propose to (1) augment the training 378

set with descriptive entities and (2) strategically 379

initialize the graph encoder’s embeddings to facili- 380

tate the fusion of heterogeneous semantics. First, 381

during training, we construct data using the names 382

of descriptive entities as the conversation context, 383

such as "George Clooney," and the entities them- 384

selves as the recommended items. The data allows 385

the representations of descriptive entities to be di- 386

rectly optimized by Lrec instead of optimized in- 387

directly through their one-hop neighboring movie 388

items. Besides, BARCOR becomes more aware 389
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of their names in conversation context and neigh-390

boring movie items. Secondly, we initialize entity391

embeddings {ei}|E|i=1 with the sentence representa-392

tions of their names transformed by the pretrained393

BART encoder. Thus, the initial semantic gap be-394

tween two types of representations becomes closer,395

presumably easier to fuse. However, during the396

inference phase, the search space is reduced to the397

item set I . The recommendation prediction is com-398

puted through Equation (3), where HI is the matrix399

only consisting of movie item representations.400

Auto-Regressive Response Generator We re-401

tain the original operations of BART decoder,402

which is conditioned on an input sequence and its403

sentence representation (i.e., the final hidden state404

of BART encoder) to generate a response auto-405

regressively. Therefore, we follow Radford and406

Narasimhan (2018) to compute the generative prob-407

ability and optimize the decoder through negative408

log-likelihood. During training, we mask the tar-409

get responses of the augmented dataset to preserve410

authentic conversation flows.411

End-to-End Training We optimize BARCOR412

by simultaneously performing the recommendation413

and generation tasks, compared to previous works414

demanding sequential optimization for two sepa-415

rated components. That is, we jointly minimize the416

objective as follow:417

L = Lrec + αLgen + βLnode,418

where α and β are hyper-parameters determined by419

cross-validation.420

6 Experiments421

6.1 Experiment Setup422

Baselines We compare BARCOR with the fol-423

lowing baseline methods for the recommendation424

and response generation tasks on the processed Re-425

Dial dataset as discussed in Section 3.426

• KBRD (Chen et al., 2019) employs DBpe-427

dia to enhance semantics of contextual items428

or entities for the construction of user pref-429

erences. The dialogue module is based on430

Transformer, where KG information is incor-431

porated as word bias during generation.432

• KGSF (Zhou et al., 2020) uses MIM (Viola433

and Wells, 1995) to fuse the information of434

entity-oriented and word-oriented KGs (i.e.,435

DBpedia and ConceptNet). A user prefer-436

ence is constructed by fused representations437

of items and words. The dialogue module is 438

based on Transformer, consisting of a standard 439

encoder and a KG-enhanced decoder. 440

Automatic Evaluation For the recommendation 441

task, we adopt Recall@k (R@k, k=1, 5, 10, 50), 442

which suggests whether top-k recommended items 443

contain the ground truth recommendations for eval- 444

uation. Since users may be frustrated by too many 445

recommendations within a response, Recall@1,5 446

more faithfully present the recommendation perfor- 447

mance. For the generation task, we follow Zhou 448

et al. (2020) to use Distinct n-gram (Dist-n, n=2, 449

3, 4), which measures the diversity of sentences. 450

Since CRSs interact with humans through natural 451

language, we introduce two metrics to capture the 452

effectiveness of recommendations. Item-F1 mea- 453

sures whether a CRS accurately provides recom- 454

mendations compared to ground truth responses. 455

Average Item Number (AIN) denotes the average 456

number of recommended items within a sentence 457

and presents the informativeness of generated re- 458

sponses. 459

Human Evaluation Aligning the CRS goal of 460

providing successful recommendations, we invite 461

11 professional annotators to judge response qual- 462

ity. Given 40 multi-turn conversations from the 463

testing set, the annotators evaluate the quality in 464

terms of three aspects: (1) Fluency, (2) Relevancy, 465

and (3) Informativeness, with each score ranging 466

from 0 to 2. 467

6.2 Result Analysis 468

Table 3 summarizes the performance of different 469

methods on the ReDial dataset, including human 470

evaluation and automatic evaluation for the recom- 471

mendation and response generation tasks. 472

Item Recommendation As we can see, KGSF 473

outperforms KBRD because KGSF incorporates a 474

word-oriented KG to enrich entity representations, 475

highlighting the importance of words in context for 476

the representation learning. With learned knowl- 477

edge from pretrained models, BARCOR achieves 478

2.53% in R@1, 9.98% in R@5, 16.17% in R@10, 479

and 34.95% in R@50 and outperforms KGSF by 480

79% and 30% in terms of R@1 and R@5 respec- 481

tively. It demonstrates a tight fusion of semantics 482

between sentences in context and entities in KG. 483

Also, context and knowledge provide richer entity 484

information, compared to the word-oriented KG 485

adopted by KGSF. 486
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Model Recommendation Response Generation Human Evaluation
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@50 Dist-2 Dist-3 Dist-4 Item-F1 AIN Fluen. Relev. Informat.

(a) KBRD 1.46 7.23 12.65 30.26 14.32 27.27 39.57 58.80 36.63 1.62 1.08 1.01
(b) KGSF 1.41 7.66 13.47 32.17 19.49 35.36 49.19 62.61 41.00 1.56 0.98 0.66
(c) BARCOR 2.53 9.98 16.17 34.95 58.90 88.75 102.52 71.71 53.00 1.86 1.76 1.57
(e) (c) - Node Loss 2.32 9.01 15.61 34.3 41.12 61.15 73.60 71.08 45.22 - - -
(f) (c) - Data Aug. 2.23 9.22 14.62 34.16 31.91 45.05 53.57 55.13 44.64 - - -
(g) (c) - Node Init. 1.95 8.68 14.67 33.86 22.32 35.33 45.19 68.21 44.30 - - -
(h) (c) - CORG 2.29 9.15 15.32 33.34 30.50 43.11 50.80 70.00 48.37 - - -

Table 3: Results on the recommendation and response generation tasks. In human evaluation, "Fluen.", "Relev",
and "Informat" denote fluency, relevancy, and informativeness, respectively. The best results are in bold.

Response Generation In the automatic evalua-487

tion, the proposed BARCOR outperforms all base-488

line methods with a large margin in terms of489

Dist-n. Compared to KGSF, it improves Dist-2,490

Dist-3, and Dist-4 by +39.41%, +53.39%, and491

+53.33%, respectively, which demonstrates the pro-492

posed method effectively generates diverse sen-493

tences. Besides, BARCOR achieves 71.71% in494

Item-F1 and 53% in AIN. It suggests that BAR-495

COR interprets user intentions to further precisely496

generate responses containing recommendations.497

In the human evaluation, BARCOR performs best498

among all baseline methods for the three metrics.499

We can note that BARCOR especially has higher500

scores of Relevancy and Informativeness, indicat-501

ing generated responses are both accurately aligned502

with user intentions and rich in recommended items503

and related information. It verifies our interpreta-504

tion of the scores of Item-F1 and AIN in the au-505

tomatic evaluation. The above results prove the506

effectiveness of our method that fuses entity repre-507

sentations from the KG with sentence representa-508

tions to generate fluent, relevant, and informative509

utterances. We also provide qualitative analysis in510

Appendix B.511

Training Stability Figure 3 shows the perfor-512

mance curves of Recall@5 (R@5) and recommen-513

dation loss on the validation set for different meth-514

ods. We select R@5 as the evaluation metric since515

it is neither too strict nor tolerable for accurate516

recommendations. It can be observed that BAR-517

COR is more stably optimized and achieves a better518

performance than other competitive baseline meth-519

ods. Within the first four epochs, both KBRD and520

KGSF quickly reach an optimal state where models521

gain the highest R@5 with the least recommenda-522

tion loss. However, as training progresses, they523

begin to overfit the training data, leading to the de-524

cline in R@5 and the rise of the recommendation525

loss. The instability may be attributed to the insuf-526

ficiency of semantics in conversation context and527
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Figure 3: Recommendation performance of BARCOR
and the baselines on the validation set at different train-
ing epochs.

the number of trainable parameters. To construct a 528

user representation, the baselines aggregate infor- 529

mation of annotated entities, including movies and 530

their associative properties, in conversation con- 531

text. Although KGSF incorporates a word-oriented 532

KG and a semantic fusion technique, the combi- 533

nations of words and entities are still limited to 534

the training set and the KGs. Therefore, some in- 535

formative words or entities and their variants are 536

lost if not presented in the corpus. In contrast, 537

BARCOR directly encodes an entire context to 538

build a user representation, ensuring every word 539

is considered and increasing word semantic rich- 540

ness. Learned knowledge from pretrained models 541

also prevents BARCOR from overly biasing on the 542

training set. Moreover, we note that the number of 543

trainable parameters of the BARCOR’s recommen- 544

dation module (39 million) is less than half of that 545

of KGSF’s (106 million) and KBRD’s (91 million) 546

recommenders. More details about models is pre- 547

sented in Table 5 in Appendix. Optimized fewer 548

parameters with inputs of richer semantics, BAR- 549

COR consistently outperforms these baselines for 550

all recommendation metrics. The results demon- 551
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Figure 4: Ablation study: Recommendation perfor-
mance on the validation set at different training epochs.

strate the effectiveness and optimization stability552

of the proposed unified framework for modeling553

CRS.554

6.3 Ablation Study555

To understand the contribution of each compo-556

nent on the recommendation and generation tasks,557

we construct a ablation study for four variants in558

BARCOR: (1) BARCOR (w/o Node Loss): remov-559

ing cross entropy loss of the node classification560

task presented in Section 5.1, (2) BARCOR (w/o561

Data Aug.): removing the training set augmenta-562

tion mentioned in Section 5.2, (3) BARCOR (w/o563

Node Init.): replacing node embeddings from the564

pretrained BART encoder by randomly initialized565

weights mentioned in Section 5.2, and (4) BAR-566

COR (w/o CORG): excluding CORG by removing567

relations among nodes.568

Since the recommendation and dialogue mod-569

ules share the same sentence representation of con-570

text, techniques designed for representation enrich-571

ment are mutually beneficial for both tasks. As572

shown in Table 3 (row(e-h)), all techniques are573

helpful to improve the final performance in terms574

of all metrics. Besides, node embeddings initializa-575

tion of the graph encoder and the proposed CORG576

are seemed to be more critical. First, we observe577

that R@1, R@5, and Dist-n decrease when the578

node embeddings are randomly initialized. Also,579

the validation performance curves in Figure 4 re-580

veal the issue of overfitting, as shown in Section581

6.2. We attribute this to the increased optimiza-582

tion difficulty brought by the incorporation of the583

graph encoder. The number of its trainable parame-584

ters is 27 million, accounting for 68% of the total585

trainable parameters in the recommendation mod- 586

ule. Randomly initialized embeddings easily fit 587

the seen data but difficultly fuse with sentence se- 588

mantics from the BARCOR’s encoder. The results 589

reinforce our claim discussed in Section 6.2. Al- 590

though random initialization leads to the decline 591

in performance, BARCOR (w/o Node Init.) still 592

outperforms the strong baselines for all evaluation 593

metrics. Second, as shown in row(h), BARCOR 594

(w/o CORG) surprisingly achieves competitive re- 595

sults with BARCOR in R@1, R@5, and R@10 596

and outperforms KGSF using two KGs. Namely, 597

BARCOR (w/o CORG) merely leverages relations 598

of entities and words in the dialogue history to rec- 599

ommend more accurately than the KG-enhanced 600

strong baselines. It implies that implicit relations 601

of entities within context have yet been exploited 602

to the fullest. 603

In conclusion, the sentence-level semantics de- 604

rived from BARCOR’s encoder provide richer in- 605

formation than the entity representations encoded 606

by the R-GCN, and is sufficient for accurate rec- 607

ommendations. Besides, a trade-off between KG- 608

based information enrichment and optimization dif- 609

ficulty for a graph encoder needs careful consid- 610

eration. In our work, we propose incorporating 611

supervision signal from the node classification task, 612

training set augmentation, and node embeddings 613

initialized by the pretrained BART to reduce the 614

difficulty. We hope these results inspire future re- 615

search. 616

7 Conclusion 617

In this paper, we proposed a novel unified frame- 618

work for the conversational recommendation, BAR- 619

COR. BARCOR jointly tackles the recommenda- 620

tion and generation tasks with the shared sentence 621

representation of conversation history. It serves as 622

a search key for item retrieval and provides rich 623

fused semantic of sentences and entities for the 624

decoder to generate responses. Moreover, we en- 625

rich the information of entities by constructing a 626

high-quality KG, namely CORG, and incorporat- 627

ing a graph encoder exploiting structural knowl- 628

edge. The experiments results demonstrate that 629

BARCOR achieves superior performance on rec- 630

ommendation accuracy and response quality than 631

all competitive baselines and generates informative 632

responses with fluency and relevancy. 633
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Measure Value
# Node 23,164
# Movie 6,924
# Genre 313
# Cast Member 11,017
# Director 3,587
# Production Company 1,323
# Edge 87,212
# Movie-Genre 19,292
# Movie-Cast Member 53,109
# Movie-Director 7,155
# Movie-Production Company 7,407
# Genre-Genre 249

Table 4: Graph statistics of the constructed CORG.

Model Rec. Gen. # Total
KBRD 85.9 % 14.1 % 105,601,166
KGSF 81.6 % 18.4 % 129,899,342
BARCOR 53.8 % 46.2 % 72,593,777

Table 5: Model statistics. "Rec." and "Gen." represent
the recommendation and response generation modules,
respectively. These two columns present the ratio of
the trainable parameters in the two modules to the to-
tal number of trainable parameters, which is presented
in the column "# Total." The statistics of KBRD5 and
KGSF6 are derived from the publicly released imple-
mentations of their authors on GitHub.

A Implementation Details759

In all the experiments, we use mini-batch AdamW760

with learning rate 3× 10−5 as the optimizer and761

each batch of 64 examples on a single Nvidia Tesla762

V100. The whole training takes 22 epochs without763

early stop. The entire implementation was based764

on PyTorch, PyTorch Geometric (Fey and Lenssen,765

2019), and HuggingFace transformers4 package.766

We finetune the 11-th attention layer of BART en-767

coder and the 10-th and 11-th attention layers of768

BART decoder for the CRS task. The detailed num-769

ber of trainable parameters are listed in Table 5.770

B Qualitative Analysis771

In the section, we present several conversations gen-772

erated by different models in Table 6. Compared to773

other baseline methods, BARCOR can understand774

the user intention to provide a relevant recommen-775

dation and generate informative responses related776

to the recommended item. In example (a), when777

4https://huggingface.co/transformers/

(a)
Seeker: Hello, I really need a good movie

for tonight. I have a date.

Recommender: Ok.
Seeker: Maybe a romantic comedy like How

to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (2003).
KBRD: I haven’t seen that one yet.

KGSF: Love Actually is a good one.

BARCOR: 50 First Dates (2004) is a good ro-
mantic comedy with Adam Sandler.

Human: How about 10 Things I Hate
About You (1999)?

(b)
Seeker: Hello! How are you?

Recommender: Hey there. I’m doing well. Can I
recommend a movie for you?

Seeker: I’m looking for a great old movie.
Any suggestions?

KBRD: Sure! Have you seen Black Pan-
ther (2018)?

KGSF: I am doing great.

BARCOR: Have you seen Gone with the
Wind (1939)?

Human: Hmmmm, such as Breakfast at
Tiffany’s (1961)? I loved that
movie.

(c)
Recommender: Looking for a good movie?

Seeker: I have a movie night tonight. My
firends are coming. I need good mys-
tery movies.

Recommender: Well, Wind River (2017) is a good
mystery.

Seeker: I have seen that one.

KBRD: It is really good.

KGSF: Shutter Island (2010) is a good
one.

BARCOR: Gone Girl (2014) is another good
one. If you’re looking for something
a little more graphic, it is one of my
favorite movies.

Human: How about Memento (2000)?

Table 6: Examples of generated responses from differ-
ent models. Movie names are in bold.

the seeker asks for romantic comedy and mentions 778

"How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (2003)", BARCOR 779

recommends another romantic comedy "50 First 780

Dates (2004)". Besides, it also expresses the at- 781

titude toward the recommended item and makes 782

the response more informative by saying that "is 783

a good romantic comedy with Adam Sandler." In 784

example (b), BARCOR grasps the idea of great 785

old movies and recommends "Gone with the Wind 786
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(1939)", an epic historical romance film. Con-787

versely, KBRD simply recommends a well-known788

modern movie, which fails to meet the user de-789

mand. In example (c), when asked a mystery movie790

like "Wind River (2017)", the human recommender791

and KGSF merely give recommendations without792

personal insight. However, BARCOR not only793

recommends another mystery movie, "Gone Girl794

(2014)", but explains the motivation behind the rec-795

ommendation by saying that "If you’re looking for796

something a little more graphic, it is one of my797

favorite movies."798
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